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Rothschild Zionists Pushing Bush To Attack Iran
LaRouche said that the President is clearly in very bad psychological shape, and any British
effort to encourage him to order strikes on Iran, ...
www.rense.com/generaI78/roth.htm - 38k - Cached - Similar pages

LaRouche On Cheney, Nuking Iran And The Beastmen
Nuking Iran And The Beastmen Jeff Rense Interviews Lyndon LaRouche August 4, .•... We
got a madman, a beast-man Cheney, and his cabal of neo-con Zionists, ...
www.rense.com/generaI67/transcript.htm - 67k - Cached - Similar pages

Iran's Leaders City LaRouche Analysis Of 'Brzezinski and Sept. 11 th'
Iran's Leaders Cite LaRouche. Analysis Of September 11 ... "Elsewhere, he called the
Zionist regime a dictatorial regime and said that Tel Aviv was prepared ...
new-fed.com/other/2002/2911 iranJar.html - 17k - Cached - Similar pages

Chapter 16, Lyndon LaRouche and the New American Fascism
Despite all this, LaRouche and his followers vehemently deny they are anti-Semitic. They say
that the real anti-Semites are the Zionists, who keep the Jews ...
www.lyndonlarouchewatch.org/fascism16.htm - 29k - Cached - Similar pages

LaRouche: Israeli Leadership Is Suicidally Insane « Dprogram.net
Lyndon LaRouche today warned that the present leadership of Israel is
What is the
difference between a Nazi and a Zionist when it comes to the state of .
dprogram .neU2009/03/04/larouche-israeli-leadership-is-suicidally-insane/ - 107k 
Cached - Similar pages

History News Network
Lang explained that he forwarded the original Larouche materials and Kwiatkowski ... those
anti-Zionist pundits now had an inside source: Karen Kwiatkowski. ...
hnn.us/articles/printfriendly/7582.html - 25k - Cached - Similar pages

Shofar FTP Archives: peoplellllarouche.lyndon/iarouche.wit
Defenders of LaRouche are urged to explain and defend the following statements.••.
Bureaucrats who were responsible for bringing down the Shah of Iran.... Until the massive
British- Zionist controlling penetration of those two ...
www.nizkor.org/ftp.cgi/people/I/ftp.py?peoplell/larouche.lyndon/larouche.wit - 16k 
Cached - Similar pages

PublicEye.org - A LaRouche Sampler
"Zionism is the state of collective psychosis through which London manipulates most •••
Bureaucrats who were responsible for bringing down the Shah of Iran....
www.publiceye.org/larouche/nclc4.html- 23k - Cached - Similar pages

LaRouche Speaks Out On Assault on President
So therefore, this crowd is part of the Zionist apparatus..•. upon which the Bush, the Iran
Contra apparatus and its continuation, operated; ...
american_almanac.tripod.com/larspeak.htm - 26k - Cached - Similar pages
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rense.com
British Hand Is Pushing
Bush Into Iran War Trap
By Michele Steinberg and Jeffrey Steinberg
Executive Intelligence Review
9-11-7
On Aug. 28, after George W. Bush delivered a speech to the American
Legion where he raved about a "nuclear holocaust" coming from Iran, and
vowed to continue-and even escalate-the war in Iraq, Lyndon LaRouche
warned that British interests were goading the President into a suicidal
flight-forward that would lead to a cataclysmic Hundred Years War.
LaRouche said that the President is clearly in very bad psychological shape,
and any British effort to encourage him to order strikes on Iran, based on
deluded claims of American military capabilities that do not exist, is
dangerous and perfidious. And, in the week since EIR published its story on
Iran, "Is It Just Drumbeats We Hear, or Is It Actual War?" there has been a
massive escalation in the propaganda push to justify war against Iran, and it
is no accident that the leading voices are British.
LaRouche, on Aug. 29, denounced a British think-tank study which claimed
that the United States can obliterate Iran's nuclear program, defense
infrastructure, and government, in a matter of hours, calling it "a filthy pack
of lies," aimed at inducing President George "My name is Legion" Bush
into a flight-forward attack.
The 80-page paper, "Considering a war with Iran: A discussion paper on
WMD in the Middle East," was written by Daniel Plesch, director of the
Centre for International Studies and Diplomacy of the School of Oriental
and African Studies at the University of London; and Martin Butcher,
former director of the British American Security Information Council
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